2019-20 Committee Assignments

UNDERGRADUATE

Undergraduate Director: David Anderson

Undergraduate Associate Director: Alex Hanhart

UPC-2 (Advanced Program) - David Anderson (Chair), Dima Arinkin, Alex Hanhart, Bobby Grizzard, Benedek Valko, Kyle Martinez, Sigurd Angenent, Saverio Spagnolie

UPC-1 (Early Program) - David Anderson (Chair), Benedek Valko, Justin Sukiennik, Eugenia Malitsky, Brian Street, Soledad Benguria-Andrews, Kyle Martinez

Undergraduate Advising Committee (UAC) - David Anderson (Chair), Benedek Valko, Chanwoo Kim, Paul Terwilliger, Brian Street, Alex Hanhart, Joseph Miller, Sam Stechmann, Kyle Martinez

Advising-AMEP Committee - Fabian Waleffe (Chair), Saverio Spagnolie, Sam Stechmann, Leslie Smith, Alex Hanhart, Jean-Luc Thiffeault, Leo Zapada-Nunez

Undergraduate Scholarships and Prizes - Mariya Soskova (Co-Chair), Mikhail Feldman, Alex Hanhart (Co-Chair), Vadim Gorin, Kyle Martinez, Sergey Bolotin (Fall), Alexei Poltortaski (Spring)

Math Club/Putnam Committee - Botong Wang (Chair), Chanwoo Kim, Mihaela Ifrim, Dima Arinkin

Honors Committee - Brian Street (Chair), Simon Marshall, Alex Hanhart

Math Learning Service Committee (MathLab & Tutorial Services) - Mariya Soskova (Chair), Gabi Meyer, Frank Rooney, Bobby Grizzard, Justin Sukiennik, Soledad Benguria-Andrews, Xianghong Gong

Mathlab Supervisor: Gabi Meyer

Math Tutoring Service Director: Frank Rooney

Math/Engineering Liaison Committee - Sam Stechmann (Chair), Jean-Luc Thiffeault, Fabian Waleffe, Shamgar Gurevich

Math/Biology Liaison Committee - Sebastien Roch (Chair), Saverio Spagnolie, Amy Cochran

Math/Education Liaison Committee - Steffen Lempp (Chair), Oh Hoon Kwon, Justin Sukiennik, Bobby Grizzard

GRADUATE

Graduate Program Director: Betsy Stovall

Graduate Admission Director: Tullia Dymarz

Graduate Program Committee (GPC) - Betsy Stovall (Director/Chair), Joe Miller, Tullia Dymarz, Xianghong Gong, Mikhail Feldman, Shamgar Gurevich, Hao Shen, Kathie Brohaugh

Graduate Admissions Committee (GAC) - Tullia Dymarz (Chair), Chanwoo Kim, Nan Chen, Sergey Denisov, Michael Kemeny, Hung Tran, Paul Terwilliger, Shaoming Guo, Sam Stechmann, Andrei Caldararu, Mihaela Ifrim, Uri Andrews, Kathie Brohaugh, Betsy Stovall
Graduate-Advising Committee- Betsy Stovall (Chair), Paul Terwilliger, Chanwoo Kim, Uri Andrews, Steffen Lempp, Qin Li, Gao Chen, Michael Kemeny, Hao Shen, Vadim Gorin, Fabian Waleffe, Sean Paul.

Minors for non-math graduate students- Qin Li (Chair), Shamgar Gurevich, Amy Cochran

VISP/MA program Committee- Tonghai Yang (Director/Chair), Betsy Stovall, Nan Chen, Saverio Spagnolie, Shaoming Guo, Qin Li, Gao Chen, Laurentiu Maxim, Mihaela Ifrim, Botong Wang, Hao Shen, Kathie Brohaugh

TA Evaluation/Policies and Procedures (CTAPP)- Daniel Erman (Chair), Soledead Benguria-Andrews, Justin Sukiennik, Xianghong Gong, Bobby Grizzard, Fabian Waleffe, Oh Hoon Kwon, Kathie Brohaugh

Doctoral Exams-Algebra- Daniel Erman, Jordan Ellenberg

Doctoral Exams-Analysis- Xianghong Gong, Brian Street

Doctoral Exams-Applied Math- Jean-Luc Thiffeault, Saverio Spagnolie

Doctoral Exams-Computational Math- Qin Li, Nan Chen

Doctoral Exams-Logic- Steffen Lempp, Joseph Miller

Doctoral Exams-Topology- Tullia Dymarz, Botong Wang, Sean Paul

Caucus contact:

Algebra: Shamgar Gurevich

Analysis: Brian Street

Applied Math: Fabian Waleffe

Logic: Steffen Lempp

Geometry/Topology: Laurentiu Maxim

PDE: Hung Tran

Probability: Benedek Valko

FACULTY AND STAFF

Faculty Affairs Committee (FAC)- Sigurd Angenent (Chair), Sergey Denisov, Paul Terwilliger, Laurentiu Maxim, David Anderson, Jean-Luc Thiffeault, Joseph Miller, Tonghai Yang (ex-officio)

Emeriti Affairs Committee- Richard Brualdi (Chair), Paul Rabinowitz, Tom Kurtz

Hiring Committee- Leslie Smith (Chair), Daniel Erman, Sebastien Roch, Mariya Soskova, Hung Tran, Jordan Ellenberg [For expansion], Sean Paul, Heidi Udelhoven, Xianghong Gong, Tonghai Yang (Ex-officio)

Awards Committee- Steffen Lempp (Chair), Brian Street, Jean-Luc Thiffeault, Mikhail Feldman, Sebastien Roch, Tullia Dymarz, Shamgar Gurevich (Fall), Andrei Caldararu (Spring), Tonghai Yang (ex-officio)

Salary Committee- Timo Seppalainen (Chair), Steffen Lempp, Betsy Stovall, Jordan Ellenberg, Sigurd Angenent, Laurentiu Maxim, Sam Stechmann, Heidi Udelhoven, Tonghai Yang (ex-officio)
Climate/Diversity Committee- Leslie Smith (Chair), Sigurd Angenent, Mariya Soskova, Leo Zapada-Nunez, Heidi Udelhoven

Sabbatical Leave Committee- Sergey Denisov (Chair), Leslie Smith, Sebastien Roch, Saverio Spagnolie, Jordan Ellenberg

**OTHER RESPONSIBILITY**

Chair: Tonghai Yang

Associate Chair: Benedek Valko

Summer Chair: Xianghong Gong

TA Coordinator: Xianghong Gong (Faculty), Bobby Grizzard (Academic)

Budget & Planning Committee- Sergey Denisov (Chair), Qin Li, Mikhail Feldman, Timo Seppalainen, Dima Arinkin, Uri Andrews, Sean Paul, Heidi Udelhoven, Tonghai Yang (ex-officio)

Outreach Committee- Saverio Spagnolie (Chair), Tullia Dymarz, Gabi Meyer

Talent Search Committee- Benedek Valko (Chair), Dima Arinkin, Sharon Paulson

Fundraising/Newsletter Committee- Gloria Mari-Beffa (Chair), Jordan Ellenberg, Jean-Luc Thiffeault, Sara Nagreen, Timo Seppalainen, Tonghai Yang (ex-officio)

Computer System Oversight Committee- Sam Stechmann (Chair), Uri Andrews, Shamgar Gurevich, Sara Nagreen, John Heim

Colloquium- Simon Marshall, Sergey Bolotin (Fall)/Alexei Poltortaski (Spring)

Conference/special lectures Committee- Laurentiu Maxim (Chair), Sergey Denisov, Hung Tran, Leslie Smith, Uri Andrews

Library Liaison Committee- Simon Marshall (Chair), Sebastien Roch, Sean Paul, Travis Warwick

AD-HOC [Mental Health Coordinators] - Daniel Erman, Kathie Brohaugh

**In Person-Alphabetical Order**

Anderson, David: Undergraduate Director, Undergraduate (Advanced Program) (Chair), Undergraduate (Early Program) (Chair), Undergraduate (Advising) (Chair), Faculty and Staff (Faculty Affairs)

Andrews, Uri: Graduate (Advising), Other (Budget and Planning), Other (Computer System Oversight), Other (Conference/Special Lectures), Graduate (Admission)

Angenent, Sigurd: Faculty and Staff (Faculty Affairs) (Chair), Faculty and Staff (Salary Committee), Undergraduate (Advanced Program), Faculty and Staff (Climate/Diversity)

Arinkin, Dima: Undergraduate (Math Club/Putnam), Other (Budget and Planning), Other (Talent Search), Undergraduate (Advanced Program)
**Benguria-Andrews, Soledad**: **Calculus Coordinator**, Math Learning Service (MathLab and Tutoring Service), Graduate (TA Evaluation/Policies and Procedures), Undergraduate (Early Program)

**Bolotin, Sergey**: Undergraduate (Scholarships and Prizes) *(Fall)*, Other (Colloquium) *(Fall)*

**Brohaugh, Kathie**: Graduate (TA Evaluation/Policies and Procedures) (CTAPP), Graduate (Graduate Program), Graduate (Admissions), Graduate (VISP/MA Program), AD-HOC [Mental Health Coordinator]

**Brualdi, Richard**: Faculty and Staff (Emeriti Affairs)

**Caldararu, Andrei**: *Sabbatical in Fall*, Graduate (Admissions), Faculty and Staff (Awards) *(Spring)*

**Chen, Gao**: Graduate (VISP/MA Program), Graduate (Advising)

**Chen, Nan**: Graduate (Doctoral Exams – Computational Math), Graduate (Admissions), Graduate (VISP/MA Program)

**Cochran, Amy**: Undergraduate (Math/Biology Liaison), Graduate (Minors for Non-Math Graduate Students)

**Craciun, Gheorghe**: *Sabbatical*

**Denisov, Sergey**: Other (Budget and Planning) *(Chair)*, Sabbatical Leave Committee *(Chair)*, Faculty and Staff (Faculty Affairs), Graduate (Admissions), Other (Conference/Special Lectures)

**Dymarz, Tullia**: Graduate Admissions Director, Graduate (Admissions) *(Chair)*, Graduate (Graduate Program), Graduate (Doctoral Exams - Topology), Other (Outreach/Talent Search) (Outreach), Faculty and Staff (Awards), University Division Committee

**Ellenberg, Jordan**: Faculty and Staff (Salary), Graduate (Doctoral Exams - Algebra), Faculty and Staff (Hiring) *For expansion*, Other (Fundraising/Newsletter), Sabbatical Leave Committee

**Erman, Daniel**: Graduate (TA Evaluation/Policies and Procedures) *(Chair)*, Graduate (Doctoral Exams - Algebra), Faculty and Staff (Hiring), AD-HOC [Mental Health Coordinator]

**Feldman, Mikhail**: Graduate (Graduate Program), Faculty and Staff (Awards), Other (Budget and Planning), Undergraduate (Scholarships and Prizes)

**Gong, Xianghong**: **Department Summer Chair, TA Coordinator**, Math Learning Service (MathLab and Tutoring Service), Faculty and Staff (Hiring), Graduate (TA Evaluation/Policies and Procedures), Graduate (Doctoral Exams - Analysis), Graduate (Graduate Program)

**Gorin, Vadim**: Graduate (Advising), Undergraduate (Scholarships and Prizes)
Grizzard, Bobby: TA Coordinator, Undergraduate (Advanced Program), Math Learning Service (MathLab and Tutoring Service), Graduate (TA Evaluation/Policies and Procedures), Undergraduate (Math/Education Liaison)

Guo, Shaoming: Graduate (Admissions), Graduate (VISP/MA Program)

Gurevich, Shamgar: Graduate (Minors for Non-Math Graduate Students), Caucus Contact (Algebra), Graduate (Graduate Program), Other (Computer System Oversight), Undergraduate (Math/Engineering Liaison), Faculty and Staff (Awards) (Fall)

Hanhart, Alex: Undergraduate Associate Director, Undergraduate (Advanced Program), Undergraduate (Advising), Undergraduate(Advising-AMEP), Undergraduate (Scholarships and Prizes) (Co-Chair), Undergraduate (Honors)

Heim, John: Other (Computer System Oversight)

Ifrim, Mihaela: Undergraduate (Math Club/Putnam), Graduate (VISP/MA Program), Graduate (Admissions)

Kemeny, Michael: Graduate (Admission), Graduate (Advising)

Kent, Autumn: Sabbatical

Kim, Chanwoo: Undergraduate (Advising), Graduate (Admissions), Graduate (Advising), Undergraduate (Math Club/Putnam)

Kurtz, Tom: Faculty and Staff (Emeriti Affairs)

Kwon, Oh Hoon: Undergraduate (Math/Education Liaison), Graduate (TA Evaluation/Policies and Procedures) (CTAPP)

Lempp, Steffen: Undergraduate (Math/Education Liaison) (Chair), Faculty and Staff (Awards) (Chair), Faculty and Staff (Salary), Caucus Contact (Logic), Graduate (Doctoral Exams – Logic), Graduate (Advising)

Li, Qin: Graduate (Minors for Non-Math Graduate Students) (Chair), Graduate (Advising), Graduate (VISP/MA Program), Other (Budget and Planning), Graduate (Doctoral Exams – Computational Math)

Malitisky, Eugenia: Undergraduate (Early Program)

Mari-Beffa, Gloria: Other (Fundraising/Newsletter)

Marshall, Simon: Other (Library Liaison) (Chair), Undergraduate (Honors), Other (Colloquium), University Senator

Martinez, Kyle: Undergraduate (Advanced Program), Undergraduate (Early Program), Undergraduate (Advising), Undergraduate (Scholarships and Prizes)
Maxim, Laurentiu: Other (Conference/Special Lectures) (Chair), Graduate (VISP/MA Program), Faculty and Staff (Faculty Affairs), Caucus Contact (Geometry/Topology), Faculty and Staff (Salary)

Meyer, Gabi: MathLab Supervisor, Math Learning Service (MathLab and Tutoring Service), Other (Outreach)

Miller, Joe: Undergraduate (Advising), Graduate (Graduate Program), Graduate (Doctoral Exams – Logic), Faculty and Staff (Faculty Affairs)

Nagreen, Sara: Other (Fundraising/Newsletter), Other (Computer System Oversight)

Paul, Sean: Faculty and Staff (Hiring), Other (Library Liaison), Graduate (Doctoral Exams - Topology), Other (Budget and Planning), Graduate (Graduate Advising)

Paulson, Sharon: Other (Talent Search)

Poltoratski, Alexei: (Spring arrival), Undergraduate (Scholarships and Prizes) (Spring), Other (Colloquium) (Spring)

Rabinowitz, Paul: Faculty and Staff (Emeriti Affairs)

Roch, Sebastien: Undergraduate (Math/Biology Liaison) (Chair), Faculty and Staff (Awards), Faculty and Staff (Hiring), Other (Library Liaison), Sabbatical Leave Committee

Rooney, Frank: Math Tutoring Service Director, Math Learning Service (MathLab and Tutoring Service)

Seeger, Andreas: Sabbatical

Seppalainen, Timo: Faculty and Staff (Salary) (Chair), Other Fundraising/Newsletter, Other (Budget and Planning)

Shen, Hao: Graduate (Advising), Graduate (Graduate Program), Graduate (VISP/MA Program)

Smith, Leslie: Faculty and Staff (Hiring) (Chair), Faculty and Staff (Climate/Diversity) (Chair), Undergraduate (Advising-AMEP), Other (Conference/Special Lectures), Sabbatical Leave Committee

Soskova, Mariya: Undergraduate (Scholarships and Prizes) (Co-Chair), Math Learning Service (MathLab and Tutoring Service) (Chair), Faculty and Staff (Hiring), Faculty and Staff (Climate/Diversity)

Spagnolie, Saverio: Undergraduate (Advanced Program), Other (Outreach/Talent Search) (Chair - Outreach), Undergraduate (Math/Biology Liaison), Graduate (Doctoral Exams – Applied Math), Undergraduate (Advising-AMEP), VISP-MA, Sabbatical Leave Committee
Stechmann, Sam: Other (Computer System Oversight) (Chair), Undergraduate (Advising-AMEP), Undergraduate (Math/Engineering Liaison) (Chair), Undergraduate (Advising), Faculty and Staff (Salary), Graduate (Admissions)

Stovall, Betsy: Graduate Program Director, Graduate (Graduate Program) (Chair), Graduate (Advising) (Chair), Graduate (VISP/MA Program), Faculty and Staff (Salary), Graduate (Admissions), University Senator

Street, Brian: Undergraduate (Honors) (Chair), Undergraduate (Early Program), Undergraduate (Advising), Faculty and Staff (Awards), Caucus Contact (Analysis), Graduate (Doctoral Exams – Analysis)

Sukiennik, Justin: Undergraduate (Early Program), Math Learning Service (MathLab and Tutoring Service), Undergraduate (Math/Education Liaison), Graduate (TA Evaluation/Policies and Procedures)

Terwilliger, Paul: Graduate (Advising), Undergraduate (Advising), Faculty and Staff (Faculty Affairs), Graduate (Admission), University Senator

Thiffeault, Jean-Luc: Undergraduate (Advising-AMEP), Faculty and Staff (Faculty Affairs), Graduate (Doctoral Exams – Applied Math), Other (Fundraising/Newsletter), Undergraduate (Math/Engineering Liaison), Faculty and Staff (Awards)

Tran, Hung: Graduate (Admissions), Faculty and Staff (Hiring), Other (Conference/Special Lectures), Caucus Contact (PDE)

Udelhoven, Heidi: Faculty and Staff (Salary), Other (Budget and Planning), Faculty and Staff (Hiring), Faculty and Staff (Climate/Diversity)

Valko, Benedek: Department Associate Chair, Other (Outreach/Talent Search) (Chair -Talent Search), Undergraduate (Early Program), Undergraduate (Advanced Program), Undergraduate (Advising), Caucus Contact (Probability)

Waleffe, Fabian: Undergraduate (Advising-AMEP) (Chair), Undergraduate (Math/Engineering Liaison), Graduate (TA Evaluation/Policies and Procedures), Graduate (Advising)

Wang, Botong: Undergraduate (Math Club/Putnam) (Chair), Graduate (VISP/MA Program), Graduate (Doctoral Exams - Topology), University Senator

Warwick, Travis: Other (Library Liaison)

Yang, Tonghai: Department Chair, Graduate (VISP/MA Program) (Director and Chair), Faculty and Staff (Awards) (ex-officio), Faculty and Staff (Hiring) (ex-officio), Other (Budget and Planning) (ex-officio), Faculty and Staff (Salary) (ex-officio), Faculty and Staff (Faculty Affairs) (ex-officio), Other (Fundraising/Newsletter) (ex-officio)

Zepeda-Nunez, Leo: Undergraduate (Advising-AMEP), Faculty and Staff (Climate/Diversity)